
Comparatives

Part 1: Comparatives with ~er

a. Chinese is hard to pronounce.
b. Chinese is harder to pronounce than Japanese.

1. In sentence a, how many things am I talking about? 1 2 3

2. What is the descriptive word in sentence a? _________________

3. In sentence b, how many things am I talking about? 1 2 3

4. What is the descriptive word in sentence b? _________________

5. What kind of word is hard? _________________

6. What is the purpose of sentence b? ________________ two languages

7. What do you add to many adjectives to make them comparative? _________________

8. What connecting word do you need in comparative sentences? _________________

9. What kind of word is than in sentence b? _________________

(Joey is 14.  Skyler and Jimmy are 12.)
a. Joey is older than Skyler and Jimmy.
b. Skyler and Jimmy are younger than Skyler.

10. Are sentences a and b both correct? yes no

11. What is the base form of the main verb in these sentences? _________________

12. What kind of clause is in each of these sentences? _________________

13. What do you call pairs of words like young and old? _________________

14. Is there another connecting word for comparatives other than than? yes no

15. As a general rule, should you always include the phrase with than? yes no

a. Preston is very fast.
b. Preston can run very fast.

16. Is fast exactly the same in both sentences? yes no

17. What kind of word is fast in sentence a? _________________

18. What kind of word is fast in sentence b? _________________

19. How could you compare Preston to the speaker (I)?

a. Preston is _______________________________________.

b. Preston can run __________________________________.

20. What kind of pronoun is me? _________________

21. Can you also add ~er to adverbs in comparative sentences? yes no

22. What do many adverbs end with? __________________
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23. Can you add ~er after adverbs that end in ~ly? yes no

(quickly / quicklier)

big   þ   bigger happy   þ   happier good   þ   better

24. B, c and d are examples of what kind of letter? __________________

25. A, e, I, o and u are what kind of letter? __________________

26. Which of these adjectives is a CVC adjective? __________________

27. What happens to the final consonant of CVC adjectives? __________________

28. What consonants are not doubled with CVC adjectives? _______ and _______

29. What happens to ~y when you add ~er? __________________

30. Do all adjectives have an ~er comparative form? yes no

31. What do you call something that doesn’t follow the basic rule? __________________

32. Are there a lot of irregular comparative adjectives? yes no

33. What is the comparative form of these irregular adjectives?

a.  bad   þ   ____________     b.  far   þ   ____________ 

a.  My wife’s cooking is much better than mine.
b.  My house is closer to school than Mina’s.
c.  This shirt looks nicer than that one.

34. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

35. Do you need to add more information? yes no

36. What does mine mean in sentence a? __________________

37. What noun is understood after Mina’s? __________________

38. What does one mean in sentence c? __________________

39. Is it necessary to repeat the same word in comparative sentences? yes no

Exercise 1: Spelling with ~er Adjectives
Write the comparative form of the following adjectives.  Pay attention to spelling rules.

1. clean þ   ___________

2. thin þ   ___________

3. sleepy þ   ___________

4. low þ   ___________

5. short þ   ___________

6. calm þ   ___________

7. slim þ   ___________

8. hot þ   ___________

9. chewy þ   ___________

10. old þ   ___________

11. mad þ   ___________

12. lazy þ   ___________

13. simple þ   ___________

14. angry þ   ___________

15. safe þ   ___________

16. shallow þ   ___________

17. pretty þ   ___________

18. soon þ   ___________

19. messy þ   ___________

20. new þ   ___________
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Exercise 2: Make Comparative Sentences
Make comparative sentences for the following information with adjectives and adverbs.  
Write each one two different ways using the opposite pairs.

early / late
noisy / quiet

fast / slow
new / old

hot / cool
large / small

high / low
neat / messy

easy / hard
light / heavy

1. Jessie got a 95 on the math test.  Billy got a 91.

a. Jessie’s score ___________________________________________________________

b. Billy’s score ____________________________________________________________

2. My car was made in 2018.  My brother’s car was made in 2015.

a. My car _________________________________________________________________

b. My brother’s car _________________________________________________________

3. I arrived at school at 7:15.  Charlotte arrived at 7:45.

a. I _____________________________________________________________________

b. Charlotte _______________________________________________________________

4. The box weighs 15 kilograms.  The suitcase weighs 22 kilograms.

a. The box _______________________________________________________________

b. The suitcase ____________________________________________________________

5. Today is 27EC (81 EF).  Yesterday was 30EC (89EF)

a. Today _________________________________________________________________

b. Yesterday ______________________________________________________________

6. Skyler’s room has clothes and toys all over the floor.  Kai put evetything away.

a. Skyler’s room ___________________________________________________________

b. Kai’s room _____________________________________________________________

7. Ella can type 90 words a minute.  Sara types only 45 words a minute.

a. Ella ___________________________________________________________________

b. Sara __________________________________________________________________

8. Lots of people were talking in the cafeteria.  Nobody was talking in the library.

a. The cafeteria ___________________________________________________________

b. The library _____________________________________________________________

9. I made no mistakes on the first quiz.  I made many mistakes on the second quiz.

a. The first quiz ____________________________________________________________

b. The second quiz _________________________________________________________

10. The population of Brazil is over 210 million.  The population of Japan is about 125 million.

a. Brazil’s ________________________________________________________________

b. Japan’s ________________________________________________________________
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Part 2: More vs. ~er

a.  French is harder to pronounce than Spanish.
b.  French is difficulter to pronounce than Spanish.

1. Are both of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

2. Which one is wrong? a b

3. Do hard and difficult have the same meaning? yes no

4. What do you call the smaller parts of words?   (Beautiful has three.) __________________

5. What is the difference between hard and difficult?

Difficult is ____________ than hard.

6. What is the comparative form of difficult?

French is ____________________ to pronounce than Spanish.

safe dangerous cheap expensive powerful strong

7. Which of these adjectives need ~er and which need more?

(~er) a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________ 

(more) a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________     

8. How many syllables do all of the  ~er adjectives have? 1 2 3

9. How many syllables do all of the  more adjectives have? 1 2 3

10. What is one common one-syllable adjective that needs more? __________________

(Playing games and singing karakoke are ___ activities.)

shiny special honest heavy cheerful chewy

11. How many syllables do all of these adjectives have? 1 2 3

12. Which of these adjectives need ~er and which need more?

(~er) a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________ 

(more) a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________

13. Do all adjectives that end in ~y need ~ier? yes no

early sharp fast quick straight gentle

14. Which of these words are both adjectives and adverbs?

a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________ 

15. What is the adverb form of the other three adjectives?

a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________ 

16. When an adverb ends with ~ly, which do you use, more or ~er? __________________
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a.  Chemistry was more difficult for me than biology.
b.  Biology was _____ difficult for me than chemistry.

17. Were both of these courses difficult for me? yes no

18. What comparative word do you need to add to sentence b? __________________

19. Can you also use less with adverbs? yes no

20. Which sentence is more positive? a b

a. _____ is more expensive, a Toyota _____ a Lexus?
b. _____ is faster, Kelly _____ Elisa?

21. What is the purpose of these questions?           ask for a _________________

22. What question word do you need in question a? __________________

23. What question word do you need in question b? __________________

24. When you write, do you always need a comma in the middle? yes no

25. What connecting word do you use in comparative questions? __________________

26. How can you ask question b with the action verb run?

Who __________________________, Kelly ________ Elisa?

a.  Which _____ is bigger, New York or London?
b.  Which _____ is shorter, June or July?
c.  Which _____ do you like better, the blue tie or the green tie?

27. What kind of word could you add to these questions? __________________

28. What word could you add to each question?

a. _______________     b. _______________     c. _______________ 

29. Are these questions clearer with the noun after which? yes no

30. Is it necessary to say tie three times in question c? yes no

31. What pronoun could you use in question c at the end? __________________

32. How would you rewrite question c using tie only once?

Which ___________________________________________________?

33. Which question is asking for my opinion? a b c

a.  Average rent in New York is $4,000.  Average rent in Detroit is $1,000.
b.  I am 180 centimeters tall.  My 14-year-old son is 182 centimeters tall.

34. What two simple comparative sentences can you write from this data?

a.  Rent in New York is ________________________________________.

b.  My son __________________________________________________.

35. Is the difference in rent between New York and Detroit important? yes no

36. Is the difference very big or very small? __________________
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37. What general word could you add to sentence a to show this?

Rent in New York is _____________________ than in Detroit.

38. What very specific information could you add to sentence a?

Rent in New York is _____________________ than in Detroit.

39. Is the difference in height between me and my son important? yes no

40. Is the difference very big or very small? __________________

41. What general word(s) could you add to sentence b to show this?

My son is ______________________________ than me

42. What specific information could you add to sentence b to show this?

My son is ______________________________ than me

temperature
gasoline price

Oct. 27 – 12EC
May ‘21 – $3.00

Nov. 10 – 9EC
July ‘21 – $3.25

today - 6EC
Oct. ‘21 – 3.40

Dec. 10 – !2EC
Nov. ‘21 – $3.50

43. What is happening to the temperature? __________________

44. What is happening to the price of gasoline? __________________

45. What simple verb means both increase and decrease? __________________

46. Can you make sentences comparing two things from this info? yes no

47. What two simple comparative sentences can you write from this data?

a.  Today, it is ________________________________ October 27.

b.  Today, gasoline is ________________________________ May.

48. What information is being explained by these sentences? change over _____________

a.  The weather is getting colder and colder.
b.  Gasoline is getting more and more expensive.

49. Are both sentences grammatically correct? yes no

50. What is the purpose of these sentences? show ________________________

51. What noun means a steady change over time? __________________

52. When you explain trends, do you need to add than? yes no

53. Are sentences like this common? yes no

54. What verb is used to show change? __________________

a.  Hawaii has much nicer weather than my hometown.
b.  Science and math are more difficult subjects for me than English and history.

55. Are both of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

56. Do you have to put comparative adjectives in SVC clauses? yes no

57. Should you still always add than in comparatives like these? yes no

58. Is it common to put comparative adjectives in noun phrases? yes no
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Exercise 3: More or ~er?
What is the comparative form of these adjectives?  For longer words, just write more.

1. direct þ   ___________

2. tight þ   ___________

3. windy þ   ___________

4. humid þ   ___________

5. creative þ   ___________

6. funny þ   ___________

7. fun þ   ___________

8. serious þ   ___________

9. good þ   ___________

10. spicy þ   ___________

11. flavorful þ   ___________

12. simple þ   ___________

13. far þ   ___________

14. smooth þ   ___________

15. lonely þ   ___________

16. polite þ   ___________

17. straight þ   ___________

18. private þ   ___________

19. bad þ   ___________

20. exciting þ   ___________

Exercise 4: Comparative Sentences
Make comparative sentences from the words in parentheses.  Pick one comparative word
from the group for each sentence.

1. (condos / cheap / expensive / houses)

(~er) _________________________________________________________________

(more) _________________________________________________________________

(less) _________________________________________________________________

2. (my father / cook / good / mother) [Use a noun phrase.]

(adj.) _________________________________________________________________

(adv.) _________________________________________________________________

3. (clothing / Hawaii / colorful / clothing / Japan)

(more) _________________________________________________________________

(less) _________________________________________________________________

4. (people / Hawaii / dress / colorful / people / Japan) [Dress is a verb.]

(more) _________________________________________________________________

(less) _________________________________________________________________

5. (trains / crowded / the morning / the evening)

(more) _________________________________________________________________

(less) _________________________________________________________________

6. (the rules / soccer / simple / complicated / the rules / rugby)

(~er) _________________________________________________________________

(more) _________________________________________________________________

(less) _________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 5: Comparative Questions
Make comparative questions from the following words. Always use ~er or more.

1. (valuable / gold / platinum)

________________________________________________________________________

2. (old / the Parthenon / the Roman Colosseum)

________________________________________________________________________

3. (city / close / Tokyo / Seoul / Beijing)

________________________________________________________________________

4. (kind / movie / like / comedy / drama)

________________________________________________________________________

5. (room / big / you / brother)

________________________________________________________________________

6. (dangerous / drive / ride a motorcycle)

________________________________________________________________________

7. (popular / Mexico / soccer / baseball)

________________________________________________________________________

8. (shoes / look / good / this dress / black / red)

________________________________________________________________________

9. (day / convenient / you / Saturday / Sunday)

________________________________________________________________________

10. (party / fun / Jimmy / Joey)

________________________________________________________________________

Exercise 6: Fill in the Blank
Write the correct form of the word in the blank. Sometimes you need to add ~ly to make
an adverb.  Always use more or ~er.

1. You need to do your homework _____________________ (careful).  If you do, I’m sure you

will get a _______________ (high) score on the next quiz.

2. Baseball games are played ___________________ (slow) than football or basketball, so

the games last _______________ (long).

3. In order to have a ___________________ (peaceful) world, governments need to work

___________________ (close).

4. When you speak to a non-native speaker of Japanese, try to speak _________________

(simple).  Use _________________ (simple) vocabulary and grammar.
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5. When you use the seatbelt on an airplane, pull the strap on your seatbelt to make it

_______________ (tight) so it will fit ___________________ (snug).

6. By using the strategies taught in your English classes, you will begin to learn

_____________________ (effective) and ___________________ (efficient).

7. Do you think you can play the piano __________________ (good) or _______________

(bad) than a year ago?

8. As it got _________________ (cold), the hikers walked ___________________ (brisk) to

stay warm.

9. Volleyball players use special exercises to jump _________________ (high) and hit

_________________ (hard).

10. If you practice speaking English _________________ (often), you will gradually begin to

speak ___________________ (confident) and it will become _________________ (easy)

and _________________ (easy).

Exercise 7: How much bigger?
Make comparative sentences from the following information.  Be very specific about
differences.

1. Susan wakes up at 5:30 every morning.  Her children wake up at 7:30.

Susan ___________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. It takes me about 40 minutes to get to work.  It takes Kate about an hour. [Use long.]

Kate takes _______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. This week, there is about 6 feet of snow on the mountain.  Last week, there was 5 feet.

The snow ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. My suitcase weighs 27kg.  The maximum allowable weight is 25kg. [Use needs to be.]

My suitcase ______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. Sales tax in Boston is 6%.  Sales tax in Los Angeles is 10%.

_______________ in Boston _________________________________________________

_______________ in L.A. ___________________________________________________
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6. I usually get home from work around 6:30.  My wife usually gets home around 6:10.

I _______________________________________________________________________

My wife __________________________________________________________________ 

7. The daytime high temperature in Dhahran was 44EC.  The nighttime low was 29EC.

The temperature _______________________________________________ during the day

________________________________________________________________________

The temperature ____________________________________________________ at night

________________________________________________________________________

8. Today, a gallon of milk costs $3.50 in Canada.  In 2000, it cost $2.75. [Use expensive.]

Today, __________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

In 2000, _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

9. My old house was 30 miles away from my office.  My new house is 10 miles away.

My old house _____________________________________________________________

My new house ____________________________________________________________

10. Ella was born at 11:17 am.  Her twin sister, Emma, was born at 11:32.

Ella _____________________________________________________________________

Emma ___________________________________________________________________

Part 3a: Number, Amount and Frequency

a.  My brother is older than me and my sister is younger than me.
b.  I have an older brother and a younger sister.

1. Which sentence has two SVC clauses? a b

2. Which sentence has one SVO clause? a b

3. In which sentence are the adjectives part of a noun phrase? a b

4. In which sentence are the adjectives complements? a b

5. Are both of these sentences comparative sentences? yes no

6. Do you always need to add than in comparative statements? yes no

a.  My parents moved to a smaller apartment.
b.  You should try to use more formal language when you write.

7. What is being compared in these sentences?

a. _______________     b. _______________ 
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8. In sentence b, is more connected to formal or language? _________________

9. In sentence b, is more an adjective or an adverb? _________________

10. What happened to the size of my parent’s apartment? _________________

11. What should happen to the formality of your writing? _________________

a.  Juniors usually have more homework than seniors.
b.  Seniors can take more electives than juniors.

12. Are both of these sentences comparative sentences? yes no

13. What is more connected to in each sentence?

a. _______________     b. _______________ 

14. What kind of words are they? _________________

15. What kind of word is more in these sentences? _________________

16. What kind of noun is homework? _________________

17. What kind of noun is electives? _________________

18. What is being compared in these sentences?

a. _______________ of homework     b. _______________ of electives

19. What questions are being answered by these sentences?

a. how _____________ homework     b. how _____________ electives

20. What do you call words that tell you how much or how many? _________________

21. Is the number or amount increasing or decreasing? _________________

22. Do you use more with all nouns to show an increase? yes no

a.  Seniors have _____ homework than juniors.
b.  Juniors take _____ electives than seniors.

23. Do these sentences describe an increase or decrease? _________________

24. What quantifier means a small amount (of homework)? a _______________

25. What is the comparative form of a little? _________________

26. Can you use less in sentence b? yes no

27. What quantifier means a small number (of electives)? a _______________

28. What is the comparative form of a few? _________________

29. When you want to talk about a decrease in number or amount...

a. ...which do you use with countable nouns? less fewer

b. ...which do you use with uncountable nouns? less fewer

30. Are countable nouns always plural with fewer and more? yes no
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more
less

fewer

a.  Reserved tickets cost more, but it’s worth it.
b.  Salt can cause high blood pressure, so I’m trying to eat less.

31. What word could you add to each sentence?

a.  cost more _____________     b. eat less _____________

32. Does the verb cost almost always refer to money? yes no

33. Does the verb eat always refer to food? yes no

34. Is it necessary to say or write the noun if it is understood? yes no

a.  To be healthier, I’m trying to eat more fruits and vegetables.
b.  To be healthier I’m trying to eat fruits and vegetables more.

35. Are both of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

36. Do they have similar meanings? yes no

37. In sentence a, what is more connected to? _________________

38. In sentence b, what is more connected to? _________________

39. What question is answered by sentence a?      How _________________

40. What question is answered by sentence b?      How _________________

41. Which sentence talks about an increase in amount? a b

42. Which sentence talks about an increase in frequency? a b

43. In which sentence is more an adverb? a b

44. In which sentence is more an adjective? a b

45. What comparative word would you use with junk food?

a. eat __________ junk food     b. eat junk food __________

Exercise 8: Number, Amount and Frequency
Add the correct comparative word in the blank.  Make the correct comparative form of
adjecitves and adverbs in parentheses, like (slow).  Pay attention to increase (8) and
decrease (9).

1. As global travel becomes ______________ (cheap) and ______________ (easy) and

people are able to travel _______________(8), people learn _____________ and

_____________ about each other.

2. _____________ (8) jobs in a city mean _____________ opportunity, so _____________

people move there.  However, that also means _____________ (9) apartments are

available for rent, which makes rent _____________ and _______________________

(expensive).

3. There were _____________ (9) Japanese tourists in Hawaii last year, so hotels and

restaurants made _____________ (9) money.
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4. At my old job, I earned ____________ (8) but I worked ____________ (long) hours.  Now, I

make ____________, but I have much ____________ free time, so I am actually much

____________ (happy) and have ____________ stress in my life.

5. Because ____________ (8) people are working from home, or telecommuting, these days,

there are ____________ (9) cars on the road.  This means people who must drive to work

spend ____________ time stuck in traffic and ____________ money on gasoline.

6. If you want ____________ (high) grades, try going to bed ____________ (early) and

sleeping ____________ (8).  In class, you will be able to concentrate _____________

(good) and learn ______________.

7. Rugby 7s is ______________ (fun) than 15s.  There are ______________ (9) players on

the pitch so you are involved in the action much ______________.  However, you have to

run much ______________, so the games are much ______________ (short).

8. When you communicate, if you pay ______________ (8) attention to grammar, you will

make ____________ and ____________ (9) mistakes and you will gain ____________ and

____________ confidence.

9. Kids who grow up in the small towns play outside ___________ (8) and watch TV

___________(9) than kids who grow up in cities.  Cities might have ____________

museums and ____________ (good) schools, but the lifestyle in small towns is

_____________ (healthy).

10. Because of ____________ (strict) safety laws, there are ____________(9) traffic accidents

now than five years ago.  There are ____________ (9) deaths and injuries are

____________ (serious).

Exercise 9: Comparative Sentences
Make comparative sentences from the words in parentheses.

1. (cheetah / fast / greyhound / have / 9 / endurance)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. (apartments / have / 9 / rooms / houses / it / take / 9 / time / clean)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. (you / want / get / healthy / you / exercise / eat / junk food) [This is my advice.]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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4. (ukulele / small / light / guitar / portable) [portable = easy to carry]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. (it / difficult / learn / English / live / Korea / because / 9 / chance / practice)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. (snorkeling / cost / 9 / scuba-diving / need / 9 / equipment / but / also / 9 / exciting)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. (live / small town / healthy / peaceful / live / big city / but / convenient)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. (you / want / English / improve / quick / spend / 9 / time / play / video games / 8 / time /

study)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

9. (recently / we / cook / home / 8 / eat / restaurants / 9 /  now / have / 8 / money / the bank)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

10. (computer skills / become / important / students / take / 9 /  test / do / 8 / project)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Part 3b: Than

a.  Bob is taller than me.
b.  Bob is taller than I.
c.  Bob is taller than I am.

1. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

2. Do they have the same meaning? yes no

3. In sentence a, what kind of pronoun is me? _________________

4. In sentences b and c, what kind of pronoun is I? _________________

5. In sentence a, what kind of word is than? _________________

6. In sentences b and c, what kind of word is than? _________________

7. Which sentence is most formal? a b c
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8. Is sentence b a good choice in most cases? yes no

9. What form of the be verb do you need to finish this sentence?

Last year, Bob ______ taller than I _______, but now I _______ taller than he _______.

a.  Kevin can swim better than I _____.
b.  Kevin swims better than I _____.
c.  Kevin swims better than Steve _____.
d.  Kevin swam better than I _____.

10. What is the helping verb in sentence a? _________________

11. What word do you need to add to sentence a? _________________

12. Do sentences b, c and d have helping verbs? yes no

13. What word do you need to add to sentence b? _________________

14. What word do you need to add to sentence c? _________________

15. What word do you need to add to sentence d? _________________

a.  I eat junk food more than I _____.
b.  The movie was better than I _____.  (I really enjoyed it.)
c.  The beaches in Hawaii are even more beautiful than I _____.

16. Which sentence talks about a bad habit I should change? a b c

17. What helping verb do I need to add to sentence a? _________________

18. Which sentence talks about my expectations? a b c

19. What verb do I need to add to sentence b? _________________

20. Which sentence talks about my memories? a b c

21. What verb do I need to add to sentence c? _________________

a.  Driving takes longer than _____.
b.  It takes longer to drive than _____.
c.  Trains are more crowded in the morning than _____.
d.  Days are longer in summer than _____.

22. What kind of word is the subject driving in sentence a? _________________

23. What form of the verb fly do you need in sentence a? _________________

24. What form of the verb is to drive in sentence b? _________________

25. What form of the verb fly do you need in sentence b? _________________

26. Do the two things being compared need to match grammatically? yes no

27. In sentence c, what is being compared? _________________

28. What do you call in the morning? _________________

29. How do you add night to sentence c? _________________

30. How you add winter to sentence d? _________________

31. Is it a good idea to repeat words after than? yes no
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a.  I have much more homework this semester than last semester.
b.  With the new software, everything is much easier than before.
c.  You are much taller than the last time I saw you.

32. Do these sentences compare two thing or show change over time? _________________

33. In all of these sentences, could you take away the than phrase? yes no

34. In sentence a, could I take away this semester instead? yes no

35. How do you know I mean this semester if I eliminate these words? _________________

36. Is it always necessary to include the than phrase? yes no

a.  This year’s profits are 12% higher than last year.
b.  Compared to last year, profits this year are 12% higher.
c.  Rugby is a much rougher sport than soccer.
d.  Compared to soccer, rugby is a much rougher sport.

37. Are all of these sentences comparative sentences? yes no

38. Does each pair (a/b and c/d) have basically the same meaning? yes no

39. What is the connecting word in sentence b? _________________

40. What word could you use instead of to? _________________

41. Can compared to/with be considered a preposition? yes no

42. Is it a good idea to put compared to... at the end of the sentence? yes no

43. In comparatives with than, is all the information equally important? yes no

44. Is the information with compared to... equally important? yes no

45. Do you have to use a comparative word with compared to...? yes no

(Compared to soccer, rugby is a very rough sport.)

46. Can you put infinitives or prepositions after compared to...? yes no

47. Should compared to... be your first choice for comparatives? yes no

Exercise 10: Finish the Comparative
Add one word, either a verb or a helping verb, to finish each comparative sentence.

1. My son is much bigger and stonger than I __________ at his age.

2. The train was more crowded than I __________. [I was surprised.]

3. Parents usually have to wake up earlier than their children __________.

4. My mother has to wake up earlier than my father __________.

5. We spend more money on entertainment than we __________. [This needs to change.]

6. Skyler finished his test faster than his friends __________.

7. Skyler was able to finish his test faster than his friends __________.
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8. The mountains in Colorado are more beautiful than I __________. [reality vs. imagination]

9. The Colorado Rockies are even more beautiful than I __________. [reality vs. memory]

10. The teachers will arrive earlier than the students __________.

11. Allison would enjoy that even more than we __________.

12. No one is a bigger fan of K-Pop than Miranda __________.

Exercise 11: Comparative Sentences
Make comparative sentences from the words in the parentheses.  Always use than as a
conjunction (followed by a verb).  Use one verb from the list in each sentence (È).

did
does

was
is

should
could

have
look

used to be
expect

1. (bleu cheese / taste / good / È)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. (Martin / visited / many / 8 / country / I / È) [This is his experience.]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. (Joey / spend / 8 / time / watch YouTube video / È) [It’s a bad habit.]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. (ride / a motorcycle / dangerous / drive / a car / È)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. (8 / children / carry / cell phone / today / È / ten years ago)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. (live / small towns / much / convenient / È / the Internet) [Why?]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. (the sun / set / early / winter / È / summer)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. (the drive / take / 9 / time / I / È / traffic / light / usual) [Why?]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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9. (I / can lift / 8 / È / last year / I / go / the gym / regular) [Why?]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

10. (I / make / 9 / mistake / this quiz / È / the first quiz / I / prepare / good) [Why?]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Part 4: (Not) as...as...

a.  Joey is 14.  Skyler is 12.
b.  Skyler is 12.  Oliver is 12.

1. Which pair of sentences show a difference? a b

2. Which pair of sentences show a similarity? a b

3. How can you combine a into one comparative sentence?

a.  Joey is __________________________________.

b.  Skyler is _________________________________.

4. What connecting word do you use in comparative sentences? _________________

5. What kind of word are young and old? _________________

6. How can you combine b into one sentence using same?

a.  Skyler is __________________________________.

b.  Skyler and Oliver ___________________________.

7. Do you always need the with same? yes no

8. What connecting word do you use with the same (example a)? _________________

9. Can you use any other connecting word with the same? yes no

10. What kind of word is age? _________________

11. Do you have to use a noun after the same? yes no

a.  Bob grew up in the same neighborhood as me.
b.  Bob grew up in the same neighborhood as I did.
c.  Bob and I grew up in the same neighborhood.

12. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

13. Do these sentences all have the same meaning? yes no

14. Which sentence has a compound subject? a b c

15. In which sentence is as a conjunction? a b c

16. In which sentence is as a preposition? a b c
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(A Rolls-Royce Phantom costs $400,000.  A family home in the U.S. costs $400,000.)
a. A Rolls-Royce Phantom is the same price as an average family home in the U.S.
b. A Rolls-Royce Phantom is as expensive as an average family home in the U.S.

17. Do sentences a and b have the same meaning? yes no

18. What kind of word is price? _________________

19. What kind of word is expensive? _________________

20. What kind of word is the first as in sentence b? _________________

21. Do you always use as twice to show that two things are the same? yes no

a. A B+ is almost as good as an A-.
b. Being a good person is just as important as getting good grades.

22. Are both of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

23. Which word in sentence a shows a B+ is a little lower than an A-? _________________

24. Which word in sentence b emphasizes that they are the same? _________________

25. Can you say almost the same to show a very small difference? yes no

a. My son is only 14 and he can already type as fast as me.
b. A Kindle Reader can hold as many books as a small library.
c. If you spent as much time studying as you spend chatting online, your grades...
d. After I retire, I will have time to read as much as I want.

26. Are all of these examples grammatically correct? yes no

27. Do all of these sentences mean the same? yes no

28. What is the descriptive word connected to as in each sentence?

a. ____________     b. ____________     c. ____________     d. ____________

29. What is fast connected to in sentence a? _________________

30. What kind of word is fast in sentence a? _________________

31. What is many connected to in sentence b? _________________

32. What kind of noun is books? _________________

33. What is much connected to in sentence c? _________________

34. What kind of noun is time? _________________

35. What is much connected to in sentence d? _________________

36. What questions does much answer in sentence d? How _________? / How ________?

a. We tried as hard as we could.
b. We will decide as quickly as possible.

37. Are both of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

38. Could we have tried any harder? yes no
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39. Is there any way to decide more quickly? yes no

40. Do these sentence explain maximum effort? yes no

a.  Beef is more expensive than chicken.
b.  Chicken is cheaper than beef.
c.  Beef isn’t as cheap as chicken.
d.  Chicken isn’t as expensive as beef.

41. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

42. Do they have the same meaning? yes no

43. Are they all comparative sentences? yes no

44. What do you call pairs like cheap and expensive? _________________

a.  Parents usually wake up earlier than their children.
b.  Juniors have more homework than freshmen and shophomores.
c.  Seniors can take more electives than juniors can.
d.  I exercise less than I used to.

45. Could you rewrite these comparative statements with not...as? yes no

46. How do you rewrite them with not...as?

a.  Children usually __________________________________________ their parents.

b.  Freshmen and sophomores ______________________________________ juniors.

c.  Juniors ___________________________________ seniors.

d.  I _______________________________________ I used to.

47. In general, can all comparative statements be written both ways? yes no

48. Can you use as as both a preposition and conjunction like than? yes no

a.  India’s population is smaller than China’s.
b.  India’s population isn’t as large as China’s
c.  The other team was better than us today.
d.  We were worse than the other team today.

49. Are all of these sentences grammatically correct? yes no

50. Are they all well-written? yes no

51. Do either China or India have a small population? yes no

52. Which sentence is better, a or b? a b

53. Which sentence is more positive, c or d? c d

54. Which sentence is better, c or d? c d
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Exercise 12: The Same
Make sentences with the same for each of these situations.  Use each noun below once.

kind of...
math teacher

amount of...
number of...

color
day

hospital
height/weight

name
university

1. I painted my kitchen blue.  My sister painted her kitchen blue.

I painted _________________________________________________________________

My sister and _____________________________________________________________

2. Eric’s parents went to Penn State.  Eric went to Penn State.

Eric _____________________________________________________________________

3. A volleyball team has six players.  An ice hockey team has six players.

A volleyball team __________________________________________________________

A volleyball team and _______________________________________________________

4. My wife likes comedies and action movies.  I like comedies and action movies.

My wife _______________________________________________________ I _________

I _______________________________________________________ my wife _________

My wife and ______________________________________________________________

5. John is 183cm tall and weighs 105kg.  Henry is 184cm tall and weighs 102kg.

John ____________________________________________________________________

John and ________________________________________________________________

6. My birthday is June 23.  My parents’ anniversary is June 23.

My birthday _______________________________________________________________

My birthday and ___________________________________________________________

7. Doug’s family name is Johnson.  Steve’s family name is Johnson.

Doug ____________________________________________________________________

Doug and ________________________________________________________________

8. Skyler’s math teacher was Ms. Jones.  Skyler’s older brother’s math teacher was Ms. Jones.

Skyler ___________________________________________________________________

9. I drink three or four cups of coffee a day.  Brian drinks four or five cups of coffee a day.

Brian ________________________________________________________ I __________

Brian and ________________________________________________________________

10. My son was born in Kapiolani Hospital.  Barack Obama was born in Kapiolani Hospital.

My son __________________________________________________________________

My son and _______________________________________________________________
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Exercise 13: As...as
Make sentences with as...as... for each of these situations.  Sometimes you will use
almost.

large
heavy

many
much

often
long

fast
early

high
old

1. We wake up at 5:30.  Our neighbors also wake up at 5:30.

We _____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. I read 100 pages this weekend.  Bob read 105 pages.

I _______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. Jullia’s score was a 95.  Brian’s score was a 94.

Brian’s __________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. The population of California is about 40 million.  The population of Poland is 41 million. The

population of California __________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. An iPhone 13 costs about $1,500.  A 15-inch HP Envy laptop costs $1,500.

An iPhone 13 _____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. Skyler has long hair.  Rock stars also have long hair.

Skyler’s __________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. Kai goes surfing at least five days a week.  Jose goes surfing every day after work.

Kai _____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. My friend’s house was built in 1785.  The U.S. became a country in 1776.

My friend lives ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

9. A tiger can run 40 miles per hour.  A dolphin can swim about 40 miles per hour.

A dolphin ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

10. A newborn elephant calf weighs up to 120 kilograms.  A rugby prop weighs about 120 kilos.

A newborn elephant ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 14: Not as...as...
Make comparative sentences from the words in parentheses.  Always use not as...as... 

1. (greyhounds / not / fast / cheetahs / cheetah / not have / endurance / greyhounds)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. (apartments / not have / rooms / houses / not take / time / clean)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. (snorkeling / not cost / scuba-diving / not / require / equipment / not / fun)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

4. (live / a big city / not / healthy / peaceful / living / a small town / not / convenient)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

5. (drive / not / fast / fly / drive / not / expensive / either)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. (we / not save / money / should / because / not eat / home / often / should)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. (I / not visit / countries / Martin / I / not have / time / travel)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. (drive / not / dangerous / ride a motorcycle / not / exciting)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

9. (the drive / not take / long / expected / traffic / not / heavy / usual) [past tense]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

10. (I / not / make / mistakes / the second quiz / first / not / difficult) [past tense]

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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